NASA
Selected Active Risk Manager (ARM) to Support
the Risk Management Process and Improve Safety,
Control and Predictability

The Challenge
Since its inception in 1958, NASA (National Aeronautics
and Space Administration) has accomplished many
great scientific and technological feats. NASA
technology also contributed to the military-industrial
complex, where adaptations have benefited us mere
earthlings. For example in 2000 NASA started a
program to develop the next generation of lithium
advanced batteries. The new lithium-ion (Li-ion)
batteries could mean that a 12 year old who plays his
or her hand-held electronic game for 2 hours per day
would not have to buy any more batteries until they
were 64 years old!
NASA remains a leading force in scientific research and
in stimulating public interest in aerospace exploration,
as well as science and technology in general.
At the heart of NASA is exploration and with
exploration comes risk. These risks take many forms
and fundamental to every mission requirement is
safety. If it cannot be done safely then it will not be

done at all. Therefore safety issues touch every aspect
of risk management within every NASA mission,
irrespective or importance, location or budget.
According to Phil Napala, Office of Safety and Mission
Assurance at NASA Headquarters,
Mission success stands on the foundation
of our unwavering commitment to safety.
Science is king at NASA and to make
advances in science risk is inevitable. We work on
the basis of there being many levels of risk and to
manage these levels we have massive amounts of
data much of it in islands around the organization,
therefore we needed a software solution to improve
communication, encourage collaboration and to
increase the amount of time dedicated to engineering
rather than viewing graphic manipulation.”
Following a review of the risk management solutions
available NASA selected Active Risk Manager as the
technical solution for the management processes
associated with safety, performance, cost and
schedule risks.

GSA Endorsement

Not Alone in Space

The fact that Sword GRC had been approved by
the General Services Administration (GSA) played
an important part in the selection process. This
meant that Active Risk Manager had been reviewed
and Sword GRC had successfully negotiated the
rigorous United States Government Service Agency
vendors supplier’s approval process.

A further benefit has been that many of NASA’s prime
contractors for example Lockheed Martin, Northrop
Grumman and Honeywell are also managing risks using
Active Risk Manager. This means that communication and
the sharing of information is accelerated with everyone
speaking the same language.
David Emanuel, of Sword GRC adds at this point,

Phil Napala says,
We spent time reviewing the market
and Sword GRC stood out as the
company to work with. They had a
first class product, which was on the GSA schedule
and secondly because the people are smart and
very willing to work with NASA in terms of any
specific technical requirements. They certainly
have a “customer” first attitude and were prepared
to help. Their business ethic was a refreshing
change and we liked that approach. Active Risk
Manager proved to be the most sophisticated and
complete risk management solution we looked
at. We decided to initially install the product in
a small selection of Head Quarter’s programs to
standardize and improve communication and
collaboration of risk information. The flexibility and
configurability of this product makes it suitable
to be used across the Agency on different sized
projects and by various functional groups.”
The first installation of Active Risk Manager was at
the Stennis Space Centre in Mississippi responsible
for engine and rocket propulsion testing for space
shuttles. Other projects to use Active Risk Manager
include the Mission to Mars project (Exploration
Systems Mission Office) and Global Precipitation
Measurement based at the Goddard Space Flight
Centre.
Several benefits have already been seen from
the use of this standard risk management product
including the amount of time saved when reporting
across multiple projects. Prior to the use of Active
Risk Manager the majority of reports were produced
on MicrosoftTM Power Point which often meant
recreating the same slides month in and month out.
NASA estimates that by this time saving measure
alone millions of dollars will be taken off annual
expenditures. This will allow the money to be
spent directly on mitigation or the engineering
component of projects.

Space projects are the ultimate in risk
management, there aren’t screwdrivers
long enough to fix problems. A robust
risk management process must be supported and
underpinned by a robust technical solution that
enables communication and makes risk management
inclusive both within and across NASA, their partners
and supplier communities. From our work with several
of NASA’s prime contractors we were fully aware of
the importance of making informed decisions leading
to endeavour control and predictability across both
organizations and projects.
“Sword GRC understands that risk management is a
continuous process involving identifying, analysing,
planning, tracking and controlling risk. Our product
is aligned with NASA’s Continuous Risk Management
process (CRM). Our staff is aligned with NASA’s drive for
efficiency and transparent communication. Sword GRC
are aligned with NASA’s ruthless pursuit of excellence
and successful execution of missions.”

Findings so Far
NASA has established risk management requirements and
guidelines, it has a standardised approach to risk reporting
and evidence exists that risk management is working
within the organization and continues to improve.
As Phil Napala concludes,
Our motto has always been, Fly By, Orbit,
Land, Sample Return and Human. We
have achieved this with the Moon and
our sights are now set on Mars, Jupiter and Saturn.
However, as the distances in space get longer it gets
harder and the risks get bigger but with Active Risk
Manager we foresee a future where risk management
methodologies will inform policy and investment
decisions to accomplish fundamental safety objectives
and therefore successfully accomplished missions.”
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Airbus Group
Consolidates its Risk Process Using
Active Risk Manager (ARM)

The Challenge
The Airbus Group is one of the world’s leading
international aeronautical, space and defence industry
companies. The organization is a multi-national and
multicultural company which relies on a unique
community of passionate people united under a
common entity, driven by innovation and pride in its
world-class products.
The Airbus Group was formed from a number of
existing European companies all with a different
approach to risk management. This resulted in
numerous risk silos each with its own ecosystem,
language and practices.

Therefore in 2008, Airbus Group management
introduced a mission for true enterprise risk
management (ERM) to address:
•

 he need for higher risk consciousness, meaning
T
that risk and opportunity management should be
a part of the corporate culture and understood as
everyone’s task.

•

 he need for a common language for risk to save
T
time and confusion.

•

 he ability to overcome isolated risk pictures - to get
T
a full view of risks in multiple programmes, functions
and processes to provide an aggregated group view
of risk.

•

 he need to have common objectives and
T
understand the impact of potential risks on those
objectives.

This fragmented view of risk led to duplication of
work especially when a group-wide view of risk was
required.

The Solution

The Results

One pillar to reach these
goals was the decision to
use a group wide IT tool
to support the Enterprise
Risk Management
approach within the Airbus
Group. As a result the
Airbus Group selected
Active Risk Manager
(ARM) from Sword GRC
to help consolidate and
integrate enterprise risk
management across
the group, to present a
meaningful view of risk
and to assist management
decision making.

The Airbus Group has built a strong risk management network based on
Active Risk Manager. The Group has achieved greater transparency and
as a result has reduced duplication and now benefits more from strong
best practice and knowledge sharing. ARM provides a full view of risk
in programmes, functions and processes. Risk is aggregated to provide
a meaningful picture to facilitate improved decision making, therefore
maintaining business value while adding competitive advantage. ARM
ensures that the corporate objectives set out in the mission for enterprise
risk are being met to raise risk awareness, a common risk language and
objectives and the ability to provide an accurate consolidated view of risk.

Following a pilot phase, in
2010 ARM 5 provided the
functionality and security
the Airbus Group required
to pull together risk
management information
across multiple networks
and entities. Security was
important to the Airbus
Group, because of its many
government contracts in
the military sector where
certain principles have to
be met.
Active Risk Manager is
now the first groupwide standard software
implementation with the
same base configuration
within the Airbus Group.
The solution achieves the
objectives set out in the
mission for enterprise
risk management for
integration both at a risk
and company level.

In conclusion it is fair to say that following the
rollout of Active Risk Manager, the Airbus Group risk
management will be supported by an easy to use
risk management tool to help it reach a new and higher level of
flexibility, transparency and efficiency throughout the whole
Airbus Group.”
Daniel Klein, Risk Management Officer at Airbus Group

Benefits from using
Active Risk Manager
Active Risk Manager will support thousands of users on a daily basis
which means it is a robust and well accepted system:
•	The aggregation and consolidation of data over many networks
and server systems delivers an integrated risk management and
reporting process.
•	A common risk language saves time and ensures accuracy of data.
•	The flexibility and security of Active Risk Manager supports the
specific needs of customers especially those in the military sector.
•	ARM supports the COSO standard which was mandatory in a
programme-driven company like the Airbus Group.
•	ARM enables compliance with the legal requirements of the Dutch
corporate governance code (Airbus Group is registered in The
Netherlands).
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Queensland
Department of Education
Sword GRC’s Active Risk Manager helps
Queensland Department of Education
manage risk across the state

The third biggest state in Australia relies
on Sword GRC solution to monitor risk and
compliance across schools and regional
offices.
Queensland Department of Education
delivers world-class education services for
people at every stage of their personal and
professional development. Through its key
portfolios of Early Childhood and Education,
the Department employs more than 85,000
people across Queensland, with staff located
in more than 1,200 work sites, including state
schools and regional offices. As the third
biggest state, Queensland accounts for over
20% of education enrolment in the country.

A single view of risk in an
enterprise management
framework
As its incumbent management systems became
increasingly reliant on Excel spreadsheets, the
team found that the text heavy process used to
oversee and control risks was not matching its
new management framework and procedures. In
addition, the team was finding it challenging to
interpret the risks’ value, monitor tolerances and
trends and to report and communicate on them.
Robyn Albury, Executive Director, Governance
Strategy & Planning explained:

The Challenge
Its teachers and principals are supported by
a diverse range of specialist, corporate and
support staff who oversee and manage both
the daily and strategic operations to ensure
smooth running across the organization.
With such large numbers of staff and
students across the state, the Department
needs to ensure that it safeguards against any
adverse events that may affect its community
financially, socially as well as maintain
individual wellbeing.
In the last five years the number and
complexity of risks that need to be managed
across the organization to achieve this
has increased significantly, resulting in
the enterprise management team being
responsible for a range of departmental risks
of differing nature and priority. Risks can range
from catering for high population growth (in
the South), isolation issues for remote towns
(distance learning in the North), crocodile
attacks in the north of the state to weather
events such as cyclones forcing state wide
school closures and subsequent flood risks.
Recognizing the importance of robust risk
management, the Department has invested in
Sword GRC’s Active Risk Manager solution.

We began looking at how we could
communicate risk that makes sense
to senior decision makers. We started
from a quality process basis and created a risk
management framework that was easier to
understand.
“As a result, we changed our language and how
we wanted to discuss and report on risk – and
spreadsheets with over 800 risks no longer
matched this way of working.”
“The enterprise risk team set out their requirements
and after inviting several companies to tender,
selected Sword GRC for its expertise in the GRC
space - and specifically for its risk management
solution, Active Risk Manager (ARM).
“We have very specific procurement processes
which set out our needs in detail. Not only did
Sword GRC’s solution deliver on these, ARM was
intuitive and matched the new way that we were
talking about risk. It allows us to visualise risks
differently – which in turn helps us to have different
conversations about the actions and controls that
we have in place,” said Albury.

Risk data shared
across the organization
Another key benefit of choosing Sword GRC was that as
a cloud-based solution, it enables managers across the
seven regional offices, as well as the central enterprise
risk management team, to use the same system. Following
initial rollout to the central users, the Department deployed
a second wave of Risk Express licences, designed for the
business users.
Managers across the organization are now actively managing
risks and updating them on a quarterly basis, while the
enterprise risk team carries out the interrogation and
reporting on trends, controls and actions for the senior
management team.
Nikki Tran, Acting Director, Risk & Policy said:
Using ARM has helped us to change our
conversations with risk owners. It’s easier
for them to present risk visually and for us to
interrogate the data and give feedback. We can see the
likelihood and consequence of particular risks, report on
controls in place and actions taken.

“In the past we could have had actions listed over a number of
years against some risks, without being able to track progress
or outcomes. Now we can monitor and assess what risk owners
are doing to mitigate risk and achieve compliance, giving us a
much better line of sight for risk. We can start to marry up risk
ratings with outside drivers that are actually happening, taking
actions and reporting against them.”
As an example, the risk team now has visibility of risks around
workplace health and safety in a particular rural region, which is
currently running outside of its agreed tolerance.
The reason for this is that there is a high number of teachers,
who visit different schools across the region and spend long
periods of time, sometimes up to 10-12 hours, driving to
teach music and other specialist subjects. This potentially raises
risks for their health and safety which need to be addressed
through appropriate controls and actions to meet legislative
requirements.
Looking at our internal audit figures on each school
in the area, we have been able to identify that 39%
of schools have a breach of workplace health &
safety or non-compliance issue. Using the controls and data in
ARM that we have set up, we can now drill down and identify
what the risk is, who the owner is and what they are doing
about it.
“We can easily tell our management board where the rating is
coming from – what area is seeing it and identify why it is out
of tolerance,” explained Albury.

“Before we had no documented controls and actions – now
we have that visibility and can use that for specific business
areas and owners. It’s logical and is aligned with our
processes, backed up by relevant data. We can calculate the
numbers of risks, categorise them and observe trends, which
helps us to communicate with senior managers about their
risk profile.”

Achieving compliance
with a risk-based approach
Monitoring compliance has also been a significant benefit
from using ARM. The Department has now implemented
a risk-based approach to manage compliance, identifying
where obligations have been met, who is responsible and
where action needs to be taken. The team has introduced a
risk profile of urgency – helping to identify risks, summarise
controls and monitor actions that people own.
Albury said:
We can now effectively present comprehensive
compliance reports to the Executive
Management Board. Using a risk-based
approach it’s easy to be able to identify controls and actions
required that are aligned to our policies to meet our legal
obligations.

Greater insight
for better decisions
Overall, ARM is giving the enterprise risk
management team the facts at their fingertips
and the ability to interpret them to highlight
issues, actions or successes.

ARM has transformed our reporting
capability and our decision making. It’s either
presenting us with a great story - or helps us
to target areas that need attention from our
Executive Management Board. It gives us total
transparency and a single view of risk across the
organisation,” Albury concluded.
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